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0Abstract
Shared Disk database systems offer a high flexibility for parallel transaction and
query processing. This is because each node can process any transaction, query
or subquery because it has access to the entire database. Compared to Shared
Nothing, this is particularly advantageous for scan queries for which the degree of
intra-query parallelism as well as the scan processors themselves can dynamically
be chosen. On the other hand, there is the danger of disk contention between sub-
queries, in particular for index scans. We present a detailed simulation study to an-
alyze the effectiveness of parallel scan processing in Shared Disk database
systems. In particular, we investigate the relationship between the degree of declus-
tering and the degree of scan parallelism for relation scans, clustered index scans,
and non-clustered index scans. Furthermore, we study the usefulness of disk cach-
es and prefetching for limiting disk contention. Finally, we show the importance of
dynamically choosing the degree of scan parallelism to control disk contention in
multi-user mode.
Keywords: Parallel Database Systems; Shared Disk; Query Processing; Disk
Contention; Multi-user Mode; Dynamic Load Balancing; Performance Analysis
11 Introduction
Parallel database systems are the key to high performance transaction and data-
base processing [DG92, Va93]. These systems utilize the capacity of multiple local-
ly distributed (clustered) processing nodes interconnected by a high-speed network.
Typically, fast and inexpensive microprocessors are used as processors to achieve
high cost-effectiveness compared to mainframe-based configurations. Parallel da-
tabase systems aim at providing both high throughput for on-line transaction pro-
cessing (OLTP) as well as short response times for complex ad-hoc queries. This
requires both inter- as well as intra-transaction parallelism. Inter-transaction paral-
lelism (multi-user mode) is required to achieve high OLTP throughput and sufficient
cost-effectiveness. Intra-transaction parallelism is a prerequisite for reducing the re-
sponse time of complex and data-intensive transactions (queries).
Research on parallel database systems has so far focussed on "Shared Everything"
(SE) or "Shared Nothing" (SN) architectures. By contrast, there is a growing number
of commercially available DBMS supporting the "Shared Disk" (SD) alternative (Or-
acle, Rdb, IMS, DB2/MVS, Ingres, etc.), although most of them are currently re-
stricted to inter-transaction parallelism. Presumably, Oracle’s "Parallel Server"
represents the best-known SD implementation because it has achieved the highest
transaction rates in TPC benchmarks. Furthermore, it is available for a variety of
platforms including a growing number of “cluster” architectures (VaxCluster, Se-
quent, Pyramid, Encore, etc.) and massively parallel systems like nCube and KSR1.
The new Oracle version 7.1 offers initial support for intra-query parallelism [Li93].
The forth-coming DB2-based S/390 Parallel Query Server of IBM will also provide
intra-query parallelism.
Since SE is limited to relatively few processors, SN and SD are generally consid-
ered the most important approaches for parallel database systems [Pi90, DG92].
Both architectures consist of multiple loosely coupled processing nodes connected
by a high-speed network. The software architecture is homogeneous in that each
node runs an identical copy of the DBMS software. Through cooperation between
these DBMS instances, complete distribution transparency (single system image)
is achieved for database users and application programs. SN is based on a physical
partitioning of the database among nodes, while SD allows each DBMS instance to
access all disks and thus the entire database. The latter approach therefore re-
quires a global concurrency control protocol (introducing communication overhead
and delays) to achieve serializability. Furthermore, buffer coherency must be main-
tained since database pages may be replicated in multiple DBMS buffers [Ra86,
2Yu87, MN91]. On the other hand, SN requires communication for distributed query
processing, commit processing and global deadlock detection.
The differences between SN and SD with respect to the database allocation have
far-reaching consequences for parallel query processing [Ra93b]. This is particular-
ly the case for scan operations that operate on base relations*. In SN systems, a
scan operation on relation R typically has to be processed by all nodes to which a
partition of R has been assigned**. Hence, the degree of scan parallelism and thus
the associated communication overhead are already determined by the largely stat-
ic database allocation. Furthermore, there is no choice of which nodes should pro-
cess a scan operation. As a result, SN does not support dynamic load balancing for
scan, the most significant relational operator. SD, on the other hand, permits us to
dynamically choose the degree of scan parallelism as well as the scan processors
since each processor can access the entire relation R. Of course, R must be declus-
tered across multiple disks to support I/O parallelism. In contrast to SN however, SD
offers the flexibility to choose a degree of processing parallelism different from the
degree of I/O parallelism.
This flexibility of the SD architecture is already significant for parallel query process-
ing in single-user mode. This is because different scan operations on R have their
response time minimum for different degrees of parallelism. For instance, a selec-
tive index scan accessing only one tuple is best processed on a single processor,
while a relation scan accessing all tuples may require 100 processors to provide suf-
ficiently short response times. SN requires to statically choose the degree of declus-
tering and thus the degree of scan parallelism for an average load profile [Gh90]. If
both scan queries of our example are processed with equal probability, the relation
would thus have to be partitioned among 50 nodes resulting in sub-optimal perfor-
mance for both query types (enormous communication overhead for the index scan
relative to the actual work; sub-optimal degree of parallelism for the relation scan).
SD, on the other hand, allows both query types to be processed by the optimal num-
ber of nodes (1 for the index scan, 100 for the relation scan), provided the relation
is declustered across 100 disks.
The increased flexibility for parallel scan processing of SD is even more valuable in
multi-user mode, in particular for mixed OLTP/query workloads [Ra93b]. So, OLTP
transactions can always be processed sequentially on a single processing node to
* Operations on derived data, e.g. join, can be parallelized similarly in both architectures by dynam-
ically redistributing the operations’ input data among processors.
** Selections on the partitioning attribute, used to define the relation’s partitioning, may be restricted
to a subset of the data processors.
3minimize the communication overhead and to support high transaction rates. For
complex queries, on the other hand, a parallel processing on multiple nodes can be
performed to achieve short response times. For these queries, we have the flexibil-
ity to base the degree of scan parallelism not only on parameters like relation size
or query type, but also on the current system utilization. In particular, it may be ad-
visable to choose a smaller degree of scan parallelism under high load in order to
limit the communication overhead and the number of concurrent subqueries. Fur-
thermore, complex queries can be assigned to less loaded nodes to achieve dy-
namic load balancing. In addition, it may be useful to assign OLTP transactions and
complex queries to disjoint sets of nodes in order to minimize CPU and memory
contention between these workload types.
However, SD bears the potential problem of disk contention that may outweigh the
expected benefits discussed so far. Disk contention can already be introduced in
single-user mode if concurrent subqueries of the same query are accessing the
same disks. This problem can particularly be pronounced for parallel index scans
because it may not be possible to prevent that multiple subqueries access index and
data pages on the same disks. Hence, it is unclear to what degree it makes sense
employing parallel index scans for SD*. The disk contention problem is aggravated
in multi-user mode when multiple independent queries/transactions are accessing
the shared disks. Note however, that disk contention in multi-user mode is not a SD-
specific problem but is very difficult to deal with for SN as well [RM94].
To investigate the impact of disk contention on parallel query processing in more
detail, we have implemented a detailed simulation system of a parallel SD database
system. This model is used to study the relationship between the degree of declus-
tering and the degree of processing parallelism for scan processing. The analysis
is made for the three major types of scan queries: relation scan (table scan), clus-
tered index scan, and non-clustered index scan. Furthermore, we study the useful-
ness of disk caches and prefetching for limiting disk contention. Finally, we show
the usefulness to control disk contention in multi-user mode by dynamically choos-
ing the degree of scan parallelism according to the current disk utilization (which is
not feasible for SN).
Fig. 1 shows the SD architecture assumed in this paper. There are n processing
nodes each consisting of m CPUs and local main memory. The processing nodes
are loosely coupled, i.e., they communicate by message passing across a network.
* Note that Oracle 7.1 only supports parallel relation scans.
4The nodes are assumed to be locally "clustered", i.e., they reside in one machine
room. Furthermore, each node can access all disks as required for Shared Disk sys-
tems. All messages including I/O requests and data pages are exchanged across a
high-speed and scalable interconnection network (e.g., hypercube). The main
memory of each disk controller is used as a shared disk cache (DC). Each process-
ing node runs private copies of the SD DBMS, operating system, and application
software. Of course, the DBMSs’ support the extensions needed for SD, in particu-
lar a global concurrency and coherency control protocol. Furthermore, parallel pro-
cessing of scan queries is supported.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly dis-
cusses different alternatives for data allocation and parallel scan processing for SD.
Section 3 provides an overview of the simulation model and the implemented ap-
proaches for concurrency/coherency control. In Section 4 we present and analyze
simulation experiments for various system and workload configurations to study the
impact of disk contention for the different scan query types. In particular, we analyze
single-user as well as multi-user experiments with homogeneous and heteroge-
neous (query/OLTP) workloads. The major findings of this investigation are summa-
rized in Section 5.
processing
shared database
and log disks
nodes
DCMshared disk
controllers
. . .
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Figure 1: Shared Disk architecture
52 Parallel scan processing
To support parallel query processing, we assume that relations and index structures
(B+ trees) can be declustered across several disks according to a physical or logical
partitioning strategy. Physical partitioning operates on physical distribution granules
like blocks or block sets and can be implemented outside the DBMS, e.g., within a
disk array [PGK88]. Such an approach supports I/O parallelism for large read oper-
ations, but can cause performance problems in combination with processing paral-
lelism. This is because if the DBMS has no information on the physical data
allocation (declustering) it may not be possible to split a query into parallel subque-
ries so that these subqueries do not access the same disks. Logical partitioning, on
the other hand, uses logical database objects like tuples as distribution granules
and is typically defined by a partitioning function (e.g., range or hash) on a partition-
ing attribute (e.g., primary key). DB2 permits a logical range partitioning of relations
across several disks, while Oracle supports physical declustering and hash parti-
tioning. Typically, the database allocation in SN systems is also based on a logical
range or hash partitioning.
To make physical declustering useful for parallel query processing in SD systems
we assume that the DBMS at least knows the degree of declustering D and the
disks holding partitions for a particular relation. These prerequisites make it easy to
support parallel processing of relation scans without disk contention between sub-
queries. For a degree of declustering D this is possible for different degrees of par-
allelism P by choosing P such that
P * k = D,
where k is the number of disks to be processed per subquery. For instance, if we
have D=100 we may process a relation scan with P = 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 20, 25, 50 or
100 subqueries without disk contention between subqueries. Furthermore, each
subquery processes the same number of disks (k) so that data skew can largely be
avoided for equally sized partitions. CPU contention between subqueries is also
avoided if each subquery is assigned to a different processor which is feasible as
long as P does not exceed the number of processors n*m. The degree of decluster-
ing D should at least be high enough to support sufficiently short response time for
a relation scan in single-user mode. As we will see, multi-user mode may require to
have higher degrees of declustering, or degrees of scan parallelism P smaller than
D.
A physical declustering of index structures is useful to support high I/O rates and
thus inter-query/transaction parallelism (multi-user mode) [SL91]. SD can use a de-
6clustered index for sequentially processed index scans without problems. Sequen-
tial index scans incur minimal communication overhead and are therefore optimal
for very selective queries (e.g., exact match queries on unique attribute). However,
there may be index scans (e.g., for range queries) that need intra-query parallelism
to achieve sufficiently short response times. With a physical declustering, this en-
tails the danger that subqueries may have to access the same disks thereby caus-
ing disk contention. Concurrent access to higher-level index pages (root page and
second-level pages) is expected to be less problematic since these pages can be
cached in main memory or the disk caches. However, disk contention can arise for
access to different index leaf pages and data pages stored on the same disk. The
impact of disk contention for data pages is also expected to depend on whether a
clustered or non-clustered index is being used. Our performance analysis will study
these aspects in more detail.
Logical partitioning has the advantage that the DBMS knows the value distribution
on disk for the partitioning attribute A. This is useful to restrict scan queries on A to
a subset of the disks even without using an index. Furthermore, queries on A can
easily be parallelized according to the partitioning function without introducing disk
contention. For example, assume that the following range partitioning on A is used
for allocating a relation to 100 disks:
 A: (1 - 10,000; 10,001 - 20,000; 20,001 - 30,000; ...; 990,001 - 1,000,000).
A range query requesting tuples with A values between 70,000 and 220,000 can be
processed by 15 (5, 3, 1) parallel subqueries each accessing 1 (3, 5, 15) of the 100
disks. If there is an index for A, the index scan can similarly be parallelized into 1-
15 subqueries. To avoid contention for the index, it could also be partitioned into D
subindices similarly as in SN systems*.
Scan queries on different attributes than A cannot take advantage of the logical par-
titioning. They are similarly processed than with a physical declustering. Hence,
parallel index scans for such queries may also suffer from disk contention between
subqueries. A general disadvantage of logical partitioning is that it is difficult to de-
fine for the database administrator (DBA), in particular for range partitioning. A
physical declustering, on the other hand, may only require specification of the de-
gree of declustering D.
* Note however that the increased flexibility of the SD architecture regarding scan parallelism and
selection of scan processors is preserved.
7Intra-query parallelism may be implemented by an additional layer on top of a con-
ventional SD DBMS. This layer is responsible for decomposing a query into several
subqueries that are submitted to and independently processed by different DBMS
instances on multiple nodes. The extra layer also has to merge the results of the
individual subqueries and to perform some post-processing if necessary, e.g., for
computation of aggregates, etc..
For instance, assume the following SQL query on relation R:
SELECT B, MAX (C)
FROM R
WHERE C > 30.000
GROUP BY B
If R is declustered on attribute A as above, this query could be decomposed in up
to 100 subqueries with the i-th subquery being
SELECT B, MAX (C)
FROM R
WHERE C > 30.000 AND A >= :min-i AND A <= :max-i
GROUP BY B
In this query min-i and max-i represent the lower and upper bound for A in the i-th
partition as defined by the range partitioning. By extending the WHERE clause ac-
cording to the range partitioning, it is guaranteed that each subquery works on dis-
joint set of disks so that disk contention is avoided if the subqueries are processed
by a relation (partition) scan. Some post-processing is required to determine the
global maximum per group from the subqueries’ local maxima.
Such an approach has been implemented on top of Oracle’s SD system for the
KSR1 system [RMW93] and is also adopted in the DB2-based S/390 Parallel Query
Server. It is relatively easy to implement since little changes are necessary in the
underlying DBMS. However, performance problems may occur if the local DBMS in-
stances optimize and process the individual subqueries independently from the de-
composition layer responsible for intra-query parallelism. For example, if the local
DBMS decide for the above query to use an index scan on attribute C rather than a
relation scan, the chosen decomposition may suffer from disk contention on the in-
dex disk(s). For more complex queries, it is also conceivable that the local DBMS
generate different execution plans for their subqueries so that execution skew may
be introduced. Furthermore, since the query results are managed outside the
DBMS (merging, sorting, etc.), a high overhead can be introduced for large result
8sets. Finally, a correct and efficient concurrency/coherency control approach is dif-
ficult to support with such a two-layered query processing scheme*.
We will therefore assume an integrated approach in this paper where the DBMS in-
stances fully support parallel query processing.
* DB2 Parallel Query Server is initially restricted to read-only queries and operates on an asynchro-
nously updated database copy so that no concurrency/coherency control problems exist.
93 Simulation model
For the present study, we have implemented a comprehensive simulation model of
a Shared Disk database architecture. The gross structure of this simulation system
is depicted in Fig. 2. In the following, we briefly describe the used database and
workload models as well as the processing model. Furthermore, we outline the im-
plemented strategy for concurrency/coherency control. The simulation system is
highly parameterized. In Section 4.1, we will provide an overview of the major pa-
rameters and their settings used in this study.
Database and workload model
The database is modeled as a set of partitions. A partition may be used to represent
a relation, a relation fragment or an index structure. It consists of a number of data-
base pages which in turn consist of a specific number of objects (tuples, index en-
tries). The number of objects per page is determined by a blocking factor which can
be specified on a per-partition basis. Each relation can have associated clustered
or non-clustered B+-tree indices. Relations and indices can be physically declus-
node n
transaction- & query-manager
concurrency-
&
coherency
control
CPU
buffer-
manager
communication-manager
Fig. 2:   Structure of the simulation system
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tered at the page level across an arbitrary number of disks. Declustering of relations
is straight-forward. If B is the number of pages per disk (B = relation size in pages /
declustering factor D), we simply assign the first B pages to the first disk, pages B+1
to 2B to the second disk and so on. Indices are not partitioned as in SN systems,
but have the same structure as in centralized DBMS (only one root page, etc.). Each
index level is separately declustered across D disks similarly to relation declustering
(the root page is on a single disk, of course).
We support heterogeneous (multi-class) workloads consisting of several query and
transaction types. Queries correspond to transactions with a single database oper-
ation (e.g., SQL statement). We support the following scan query types: relation
scan, clustered index scan and non-clustered index scan. We also support the deb-
it-credit benchmark workload (TPC-B) and the use of real-life database traces. The
simulation system is an open queuing model and allows definition of an individual
arrival rate for each transaction and query type.
Workload allocation takes place at two levels. First, each incoming transaction or
query is assigned to one processing node acting as the coordinator for the transac-
tion/ query. For this placement we support different strategies, in particular random
allocation. Furthermore, we can allocate transaction and query types to a subset of
the processing nodes allowing us to assign OLTP transactions and complex queries
to disjoint sets of nodes. The second form of workload allocation deals with the as-
signment of suboperations to processors for parallel query processing. These as-
signment can be made statically (e.g. random) or dynamically based on the current
processor utilization. The number of subqueries (degree of intra-query parallelism)
can also be chosen statically or dynamically, e.g., based on the current disk utiliza-
tion. Details are provided in the next section.
Processing model
Each processing node of the Shared Disk system is represented by a transaction
and query manager, CPU servers, a communication manager, a buffer manager,
and a concurrency/coherency control component (Fig. 2). The transaction and que-
ry manager controls the execution of transactions and queries. The maximal num-
ber of concurrent transactions and (sub)queries (inter-transaction parallelism) per
node is controlled by a multiprogramming level. Newly arriving transactions and
queries must wait in an input queue until they can be served when this maximal de-
gree of inter-transaction parallelism is already reached. Parallel query processing
entails starting all subqueries, executing the individual subqueries and merging their
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results. Locks may be requested either by the coordinator before starting the sub-
queries or by the individual subqueries. Similarly, all locks may be released by the
coordinator or by the individual subqueries (see below).
The number of CPUs per node and their capacity (in MIPS) are provided as simu-
lation parameters. The average number of instructions per request can be defined
separately for every request type. To accurately model the cost of transaction/query
processing, CPU service is requested for all major steps, in particular for transaction
initialization (BOT), object accesses in main memory, I/O overhead, communication
overhead, and commit processing. The communication network models transmis-
sion of "long" messages (page transfers) and "short" messages (e.g., global lock re-
quest). Query result sets are disassembled into the required number of messages
(long or short).
The database buffer in main memory is managed according to a LRU replacement
strategy and a no-force update strategy with asynchronous disk writes. The buffer
manager closely cooperates with the concurrency control component to implement
coherency control (see below).
Database partitions (relations, indices) can be declustered across several disks as
discussed above. Disks and disk controllers have explicitly been modelled as serv-
ers to capture potential I/O bottlenecks. Furthermore, disk controllers can have a
LRU disk cache. The disk controllers also provide a prefetching mechanism to sup-
port sequential access patterns. If prefetching is selected, a disk cache miss causes
multiple succeeding pages to be read from disk and allocated into the disk cache.
Sequentially reading multiple pages is only slightly slower than reading a single
page, but avoids the disk accesses for the prefetched pages when they are refer-
enced later on. The number of pages to be read per prefetch I/O is specified by a
simulation parameter and can be chosen per query type.
Concurrency and coherency control
For concurrency and coherency control, we have implemented a primary copy lock-
ing (PCL) scheme [Ra86] because this scheme has performed best in a compre-
hensive, trace-driven performance study of several concurrency/coherency control
schemes [Ra93a]. PCL partitions the global lock authority (GLA) for the database
among all processing nodes so that each node handles all global lock requests for
one database partition. Hence, communication is only required for those lock re-
quests belonging to the partition of a remote node. With this scheme, a large portion
of the locks can locally be processed by assigning a transaction to the node holding
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the GLA for most of the objects to be referenced. For OLTP transactions, such an
affinity-based routing can be implemented by a table indicating for each transaction
type the preferred nodes. Furthermore, the lock overhead can be spread among all
nodes in contrast to a centralized locking scheme.
For page-level locking, coherency control can efficiently be combined with the lock-
ing protocol by extending the global lock tables with information (e.g., time stamps)
to detect invalid page copies. We have implemented such an on-request invalida-
tion approach since it allows us to detect obsolete pages during lock request pro-
cessing without extra communication. To propagate updates in the system, we
assume that each node acts as the "owner" for the database partition for which it
holds the GLA. The owner is responsible of providing other nodes with the most re-
cent version of pages of its partition and for eventually writing updated pages to
disk. With this approach, an updated page is transferred to the owner at transaction
commit if it has been modified at another node. This page transfer can be combined
with the message needed for releasing the write lock. Similarly, page transfers from
the owner to another node are combined with the message to grant a lock [Ra86,
Ra91].
To support query processing, we have implemented a hierarchical version of this
protocol with relation- and page-level locking*. Relation-level locking is used for re-
lation scans and larger index scans because page-level locking could cause an ex-
treme overhead in these cases. Page-level locking is applied for selective queries
accessing only few pages. Relation locks are acquired by the coordinator before the
subqueries are started and released after the end of all subqueries. In the lock grant
message for a relation lock, the global lock manager indicates all pages of the rela-
tion for which an invalidation is feasible at the nodes where the query is to be exe-
cuted. The respective pages are immediately removed from the buffers and
requested from the owner during the execution of the subqueries.
* Since the GLA for a relation can be partitioned among several nodes in our implementation, we
in fact support the additional lock granularity of a relation fragment, consisting of all tuples/pages
of a relation for which one node holds the GLA. To simplify the description, we assume here that
the GLA for each relation (and for each index) is assigned to only one node.
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4 Performance Analysis
Our experiments concentrate on the impact of disk contention on the performance
of parallel scan processing in SD database systems. For this purpose, we study the
relationship between the degree of declustering D and the degree of parallelism P
for both single-user and multi-user mode as well as for relation scans, clustered and
non-clustered index scans. We additionally investigate the use of prefetching pages
to improve performance. Furthermore, we show that the SD architecture allows us
to control disk contention in multi-user mode by a dynamic query scheduling ap-
proach that determines the degree of scan parallelism based on the current system
state.
In the next subsection, we provide an overview of the parameter settings used in
the experiments. Afterwards, we analyze the performance of parallel relation scans
(4.2) and index scans (4.3) for different values of D and P in single- and multi-user
mode. Finally, we describe experiments for homogeneous and heterogeneous
workloads showing the need for dynamically determining the degree of parallelism
P based on the current disk contention.
4.1 Simulation Parameter Settings
Fig. 3 shows the major database, query and configuration parameters with their set-
tings. Most parameters are self-explanatory, some will be discussed when present-
ing the simulation results. The scan queries used in our experiments access a 100
MB relation with 125.000 tuples. In the case of index scans, only 1% of the tuples
is accessed (scan selectivity). Relation scans also generate a result set of 1250 tu-
ples, but must access the entire relation. The number of processing nodes is varied
between 1 and 32.
The duration of an I/O operation is composed of the controller service time, disk ac-
cess time and transmission time. For sequential I/Os (e.g. relation scans, clustered
index scans), prefetching can be chosen resulting in an average access time of 18
ms for 8 pages rather than 8*11 ms if the pages were read one by one. For message
and page transfers we assume a communication bandwidth of 20 MB/s and that no
bottlenecks occur in the network. This assumption is justified by the comparatively
small bandwidth requirements of our load as well as by the fact that we focus on
disk contention in this study.
To capture the behavior of OLTP-style transactions, we provide a workload similar
to the debit-credit benchmark. Each OLTP transaction randomly accesses four data
pages from the same disks accessed by the scan queries.
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4.2 Parallel processing of relation scan
We first study the performance of relation scans in single-user mode for the cases
without prefetching (Fig. 4a) and with prefetching of pages into the disk cache (Fig.
4b). We vary the number of nodes n from 1 to 32 and use one subquery per node
(i.e., P=n) since we assumed a single processor per node. Three cases are consid-
ered for declustering the input relation. A degree of declustering D=1 refers to the
case where the entire relation is stored on a single disk, while D=n assumes a de-
clustering of the relation across n (=P) disks. D=n/2 assumes two processors per
disk for n ≥ 2 (1 disk for n =1). For comparison purposes, we have also shown in
Fig. 4b the results where the entire relation fits into the disk cache (or is kept in a
solid-state disk).
The results for the cache-resident case show that response times are indeed dom-
inated by disk access times. This is particularly true without prefetching (Fig. 4a)
where response times are up to a factor 5 (for D=1) higher than with prefetching.
The results show that storing the entire relation on a single disk (D=1) makes par-
allel scan processing useless since disk utilization is already 85% for sequential
scan processing (P =1). Increasing the number of subqueries improves the CPU-
related response time portion, but completely overloads the disk preventing any sig-
Configuration settings Database/Queries settings
number of nodes (n)
#processors per node (m)
CPU speed per processor
avg. no. of instructions:
BOT
EOT
I/O initialization
scan object reference
send short message (128 B)
receive short message
send long message (page)
receive long message
buffer manager:
page size
buffer size per node
disk devices:
controller service time
# prefetch pages
avg. disk access time (1 page)
avg. disk access time (prefetching)
cache size
communication bandwidth
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32
1
30 MIPS
25000
25000
3000
1000
1000
1000
5000
5000
8 KB
500 pages
1 ms (per page)
8 pages
11 ms
18 ms
1000 pages
20 MB/s
relation :
#tuples
tuple size
blocking factor
index type
storage allocation
degree of declustering D
scan queries:
scan type
scan selectivity
no. of result tuples
size of result tuples
arrival rate
query placement
scan parallelism P
(100 MB)
125.000
800 B
10 (data), 200 (index)
clustered / non-cl. B+-tree
disk
varied
relation scan / clustered index
scan / non-clustered index scan
1.0 %
1250
800 B
single-user, multi-user (varied)
random (uniformly over all
nodes)
varied
Fig. 3:   System configuration, database and query profile.
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nificant response time improvement for P>2. On the other hand, having one disk per
subquery (D=n) avoids any disk contention for relation scan in single-user mode al-
lowing optimal response time speedup. A declustering across n/2 disks is signifi-
cantly better than D=1, but still suffers from disk contention in particular for smaller
degrees of parallelism (P ≤ 8).
Prefetching (Fig. 4b) is very effective for both sequential and parallel processing of
relation scans. Not only response times are significantly reduced, but also disk uti-
lization (55% for P=1). This lowers disk contention and supports smaller degrees of
declustering. Even for D=1, response times can be improved for up to 4 nodes and
a speedup of 1.7 is achieved. Response times for D=n/2 are almost as good as for
D=n thus permitting the use of fewer disks.
For the multi-user experiment (Fig. 5) we study a homogeneous workload of relation
scans on the same relation. The arrival rate is increased proportionally to the num-
ber of nodes because we want to support both short response times as well as lin-
ear throughput increase. We used an arrival rate of 0.07 queries per second (QPS)
per node resulting in a CPU utilization of about 30%. We found that this arrival rate
cannot be processed if we have fewer disks than processors (D < n) due to disk
over-utilization. The response time results in Fig. 5 refer to the cases of D=n and
D=4n and with or without prefetching. For comparison, we again show the results
for a cache-resident relation (no disk I/O).
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Fig. 4:   Single-user performance of relation scan
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We observe that for D=n, response times are several times higher than in single-
user mode (Fig. 4) due to disk waits. Parallel scan processing only allows for very
modest response time improvements for 2-4 processors (speedup of 1.25). More
nodes lead to significantly aggravated disk contention because we increase both
the degree of inter-query (arrival rate) and the degree of intra-query parallelism lin-
early with n. As a result, the load can no longer be processed for more than 8 nodes
and D=n. As Fig. 5 shows the disk bottleneck is largely removed for our arrival rate
if we decluster the relation across 4 times as many disks as there are processors
(D=4n). While prefetching cannot prevent the disk bottleneck for D=n and more than
8 nodes, it allows for substantially improved response times (factor 5). Furthermore,
for up to 4 processors its response times for D=n are better than without prefetching
and the four-fold number of disks! For D=4n, prefetching allows us to approach the
optimal response times of the cache-resident case. These results demonstrate that
multi-user mode requires substantially higher degrees of declustering than single-
user mode to keep response times acceptable and to achieve linear throughput in-
crease. Furthermore, prefetching is even more valuable in multi-user mode to keep
disk contention low and to limit the number of disks.
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Fig. 5:   Multi-user performance of relation scan
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4.3 Parallel processing of index scans
We now focus on the performance of parallel index scans in single- and multi-user
mode. For our relation (125,000 tuples) we use a 3-level B+ tree with 625 leaf pag-
es. A range query with scan selectivity of 1% thus requires access to 2 higher-level
index pages and 7 leaf pages. The number of additional accesses to data pages for
the 1250 result tuples depends on whether a clustered or non-clustered index is
used. For the clustered index scan, the tuples are stored in 125 consecutive data
pages while up to 1250 different data pages may have to be accessed for the non-
clustered index scan. For parallel index scan processing, we assume that the range
condition on the index attribute can be decomposed into P smaller range conditions
so that each subquery has to access the same number of tuples.
We first analyze the performance of clustered index scans (Fig. 6). In this case, we
always use prefetching for data pages. The number of nodes n and the degree of
parallelism are again varied from 1 to 32. In single-user mode, we study the follow-
ing degrees of declustering: D=1, D=n/2 and D=n. In multi-user mode, we consider
different arrival rates for a homogeneous load of clustered index scans only. Fur-
thermore, the number of disks is up to 8 times higher than the number of proces-
sors. The index is always declustered across the same disks than the relation’s data
pages.
Let’s first look at the single-user response times (Fig. 6a). Sequentially processing
the clustered index scan achieves an average response time roughly 100-times bet-
ter as for the relation scan with prefetching (due to the scan selectivity of 1%). How-
ever in contrast to the relation scan (Fig. 4b), intra-query parallelism is little useful
for the clustered index scan not only for D=1, but also for D=n and even for D=8n.
This is because in most cases the relevant index and data pages reside also on only
one disk due to the clustering according to the index attribute (e.g., for D=32 we
have about 390 data pages per disk compared to 125 relevant data pages). The
small improvement of D=n over D=1 comes from the fact that the relevant pages for
some queries may be on two instead of one disk (the probability of this case increas-
es with D). D=8n offers a small improvement for n ≥ 16 since the data of multiple
disks needs to be processed in this range. Still, compared to sequential processing
only a speedup of 2 is achieved which is clearly not cost-effective.
Multi-user mode (Fig. 6b) leads to increased disk contention so that only modest ar-
rival rates are attained if intra-query parallelism is used. For instance, an arrival rate
of 2 QPS per node cannot be sustained for more than a few nodes even if we in-
crease the number of disks proportionally with n (e.g., D=n or D=4n). This shows
18
that selective clustered index scans should be processed sequentially to support
high throughput. A small degree of intra-query parallelism may be useful if the data
of multiple disks needs to be processed.
For non-clustered index scans prefetching is not employed since the result tuples
may be spread over many disks. In single user-mode (Fig. 7a), the sequential re-
sponse time for non-clustered index scan is about a factor 10 better than for the re-
lation scan without prefetching (Fig. 4a) since we have to access about 10% of the
data pages. In contrast to clustered index scans, parallel processing of non-clus-
tered index scan is rather effective if the relation is declustered across at least n/2
disks (speedup of 15 for P=32). This is because accesses to the data pages are
spread across all disks so that much smaller disk contention arises. However, in
contrast to parallel relation scan processing disk contention cannot completely be
eliminated even for D=n because of index accesses (not all leaf index pages could
be cached). Furthermore, it cannot be excluded that subqueries have to access
data pages on the same disks although the probability of this event becomes small-
er with higher degrees of declustering. For these reasons, a declustering factor of
4n provides slightly better response times than D=n in single-user mode.
Note however, that a sequentially processed clustered index scan (Fig. 6a) still of-
Fig. 6:   Performance of clustered index scan
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fers better response times than a 32-way parallel non-clustered index scan. On the
other hand, the non-clustered index scan remains always better than a relation scan
with prefetching (Fig. 6b) although the differences between the two approaches be-
come smaller for larger degrees of parallelism.
The multi-user results (Fig. 7b) illustrate that the high I/O requirements of non-clus-
tered index scans allow for significantly lower throughput than clustered index
scans. While we could support 0.6 QPS for up to 32 nodes and D=8n without prob-
lems for clustered index scans (Fig. 6b), this arrival rate causes significant disk con-
tention for non-clustered index scans and cannot be supported for more than 8
nodes. Put differently, non-clustered index scans require a much higher degree of
declustering to meet a certain throughput. Similarly as for relation scans (Fig. 5), in
multi-user mode the effectiveness of intra-query parallelism is much smaller than in
single-user mode. Increasing the degree of intra-query parallelism while increasing
the workload proportionally with n, is only effective for comparatively low disk utili-
zation, i.e., for low arrival rates or few processors.
4.4 The need for dynamic query scheduling
The experiments discussed so far always used the maximal degree of intra-query
parallelism P=n. In combination with inter-query parallelism this caused a high level
of disk contention for a larger number of processors even when the number of disks
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is increased proportionally to n. We now study the impact of the degree of parallel-
ism P for different arrival rates and a fixed number of nodes and disks. This exper-
iment is performed for relation scans using prefetching and a system of 16 nodes
and 64 disks.
Fig. 8 shows that for sequential processing (P=1) multi-user response times are
only slightly higher than in single-user mode, but that the effectiveness of intra-que-
ry parallelism decreases with growing arrival rates. In single-user mode response
times continuously improve with increasing degrees of parallelism and reach their
minimum for P=16. For an arrival rate of 1 QPS and 1.5 QPS, on the other hand,
the response time minimum is achieved for P=8 and P=4, respectively. Further in-
creasing the degree of parallelism causes a response time degradation, in particular
for the higher arrival rate 1.5 QPS. These results show that the optimal degree of
scan parallelism depends on the current system state, in particular the level of disk
contention. Under low disk contention (single-user mode or low arrival rates), intra-
query parallelism is most effective and achieves good speedup values even for
higher degrees of scan parallelism, e.g., P=n. However, the higher the disks are uti-
lized due to inter-query parallelism the lower the optimal degree of intra-query par-
allelism becomes. Hence, there is a need for dynamically determining the degree of
scan parallelism according to the current system and disk utilization. Note that such
a dynamic query scheduling approach is feasible for Shared Disk, but not for Shared
Nothing. Hence, Shared Disk is better able to limit disk contention in multi-user
mode by reducing the degree of intra-query parallelism accordingly. However, we
Fig. 8:   Degree of parallelism vs. arrival rate (n=16, D=64)
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found that disk utilization must be rather high (> 50%) before varying the degree of
scan parallelism has a significant impact on performance.
In our final experiment, we studied a heterogeneous workload consisting of relation
scans and OLTP transactions. This experiment is based on the same configuration
than before (n=16, D=64) but introduces disk contention between OLTP transac-
tions and relation scans. Each OLTP transaction randomly accesses four data pag-
es from the D disks. A fixed OLTP arrival rate was chosen such that it causes an
average disk utilization of about 25%. In addition to this base load, we process re-
lation scans with arrival rates of 0.5 QPS and 1 QPS. The resulting response times
for different degrees of parallelism for the relation scans are shown in Fig. 9. For the
queries (left diagram), we observe a similar response time behavior than for the ho-
mogeneous workload. In particular, for higher query arrival rate (disk contention)
only a limited degree of scan parallelism proves useful. While P=8 achieved the best
response time for 1 QPS and without OLTP load, the optimum is now achieved for
P=4. This underlines that the degree of scan parallelism should be chosen accord-
ing to the current disk utilization, irrespective of whether disk contention is due to
concurrent OLTP transactions or other queries.
OLTP response times (right diagram of Fig. 9) are very sensitive to the number of
concurrent scan queries as well as the degree of intra-query parallelism. While a
Fig. 9:   Response times for mixed query/OLTP workload
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query arrival rate of 0.5 QPS did not cause any significant response time degrada-
tions for OLTP, this was no longer true for 1 QPS. In this case, OLTP response
times deteriorate proportionally to the degree of scan parallelism due to increased
disk contention. This shows that limiting the degree of intra-query parallelism is not
only necessary for obtaining good throughput, but also for limiting the performance
penalty for OLTP transactions that have to access the same disks. Furthermore,
keeping OLTP response times acceptably small may require a lower degree of scan
parallelism than the one minimizing query response time.
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5 Conclusions
We have presented a performance analysis of parallel scan processing in Shared
Disk (SD) database systems. In contrast to Shared Nothing (SN), SD offers a high
flexibility for scan processing because the number of subqueries is not predeter-
mined by the degree of declustering (D) but can be chosen with respect to the query
characteristics (relation scan, clustered index scan or non-clustered index scan, se-
lectivity, etc.) as well as the current load situation (e.g., disk utilization, CPU utiliza-
tion, etc.). Furthermore, the scan processors themselves can be selected
dynamically to achieve load balancing.
However, even in single-user mode the effectiveness of intra-query parallelism can
be reduced by disk contention between subqueries. We found that this problem pri-
marily exists for clustered index scans where the relevant index and data pages typ-
ically reside on a single disk. Hence, clustered index scans are best processed
sequentially unless the data of multiple disks needs to be accessed. In this case,
the number of disks to be accessed determines the maximal degree of parallelism.
On the other hand, parallel processing of relation scans permits optimal speedup in
single-user mode by assigning the subqueries to disjoint sets of disks. This is easily
feasible by choosing the degree of parallelism P such that P = k*D. Parallel process-
ing of non-clustered index scans is also quite effective if the relation is declustered
across a sufficiently large number of disks (e.g., D=n). Disk contention on the index
cannot generally be avoided but is typically less significant for a larger number of
data pages to be accessed*. A general observation is that physical declustering of
relations and indices could effectively be used for parallel query processing indicat-
ing that SD database systems can make good use of disk arrays.
Multi-user mode inevitably leads to increased disk contention and therefore requires
higher degrees of declustering if an effective intra-query parallelism is to be support-
ed. Prefetching was found to be very effective for relation scans not only to improve
response times, but also to reduce disk contention and to support smaller degrees
of declustering, in particular in multi-user mode. Even for a high degree of declus-
tering (e.g., D=4n), high arrival rates can lead to significant levels of disk contention
and thus high response times for both complex queries and OLTP transactions. In
such situations, we found it necessary to choose smaller degrees of intra-query par-
allelism to limit disk contention and response times degradations. In particular, the
degree of scan parallelism should be chosen the smaller the higher the disks are
* Of course, selective index scans accessing only few data pages should be processed sequentially.
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utilized. This flexibility for dynamically controlling disk contention in multi-user mode
is not supported by the SN architecture.
While we believe that disks constitute the most significant bottleneck resource for
parallel query processing, in future work we will study additional bottleneck resourc-
es, in particular CPU, memory and network. Furthermore, we want to study parallel
processing of other relational operators (e.g., joins, etc.) in SD systems. The impact
of concurrency and coherency control on parallel query processing also needs fur-
ther investigation.
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